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 OBJECT PRONOUNS 
 

Replace each of the underlined elements with one object pronoun. 

Example:  Marsha sent three e-mail messages to my sister and me.   
   Marsha sent them to us. 

 
1. Adam gave the book (_____it_____) to Karen and me(____us______). 

   Adam gave it to us. 
2. Amanda saw you and me(__________) yesterday at the park. 

   Amanda saw us yesterday at the park. 
3. Did Nicole give the book(__________) to Michelle(__________)?  

   Did Nicole give it to her? 
4. I see you and your brother(__________) through the window. 

   I see you through the window 

5. Do you want to go with Mary, Jennifer, and me(__________)?  

    Do you want to go with us ? 
6. I gave the dog(__________) a bone.   

   I gave him a bone. 
7. Will you send these letters to my dad for me(__________)? 

    Will you send them to him for me? 
8. I love English(__________)! 

    I  love it!. 
9. I love computers(__________)! 

    I love them! 
10. Are you and your brothers(__________) going with Kathy, Matt, and me(__________)? 

    Are you going with them? 
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Exercise 2     
POSSESIVE PRONOUNS 
 

 

 

 
 

Change these sentences with possessive adjectives to sentences with possessive pronouns. 

1.  Those are my bananas.   Those bananas are mine. 

2.  It isn't your pen. This pen isn’t yours. 

3.  That is his laptop. That laptop is his.   

4.  Are those her glasses? Are those glasses hers ? 

5.  That is our house. That house is ours.  

6.  Is this my lunchbox or is it your lunchbox? Is this mine or yours ? 

7.  Those are my CDs.  Those Cds are mine. 

8.  That is our horse. That horse is ours.  
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